The Center for Industrial Elite Training and Convention Management at NCKU Provides a Series of Lectures and Training Classes

The Center for Industrial Elite Training and Convention Management at NCKU (http://www.cietcm.com.tw/) provides a series of lectures and training classes in professional fields including photonics, biotechnology, semiconductors, communications, precision machinery, and management of technological businesses, etc. for people to enhance their professional expertise and competitiveness. This is a superb channel for learning and upgrading your career repertoire. You can also apply for membership to gain access to more online learning resources.

The Center was founded in December 2007. Integrating research and development resources at NCKU and other higher education institutions in southern Taiwan, this alliance serves as a platform to boost industrial personnel development, interaction and international collaboration.

In order to further incorporate resources from academia and industry, the Center combines specialized NCKU faculty and industry experts, adopting pragmatic teaching, online learning, e-platform, software and hardware databases. With these measurements, they can develop the coaching of convention industry, research and exchange center. With implementation of systematic training sessions and project plan, they can create convention professionals and reinforce policy implementation, and achieve efficient management of industry and uplifting quality.

The Center can also actively involve academic institutions in international arena. With dynamics generated from professional expertise and foreign languages, it will showcase research and development and international competiveness, further attracting foreign investment in promising industries.

The Center can also help NCKU and Southern Taiwan Industrial Park businesses to hold domestic or international conferences, providing professional service to improve conference quality and international image.
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